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As consumers who were heavily in debt, we relied on the debt settlement industry to
help us get our financial houses in order. Debt settlement saved our credit! The

following are stories in our own words:
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California
"There is such a high courtesy and friendliness level that it makes me feels very confident and
relaxed. This level of professionalism and courtesy began from my very first experience. I know
that I am in good hands and l appreciate that very much." Susan — Los Angeles, CA
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"I would refer anyone who needs help to this program. Thank you very much for helping me out,

you guysare doing an excellentjob."Mohammed — Los Angeles, CA

Where would you be without debt settlement?

"Debt settlement helped me and my husband through our difficult times. What would have
become a thirty year secured debt was paid off in a few years. We did it feeling safe and
secure thanks to great tips and advice." Roberta — Sacramento, CA
"Debt settlement is trulyAWESOME, kind, helpful, understanding, knowledgeable, reassuring,
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competent..One of the smartest decisions I' ve made! Forever grateful!" Dana — Placerville, CA
"We gratefully appreciate your efforts. Your efforts made our tough lives easier. Thanks again."

Gloria and David — San Francisco BayArea, CA

How would you assess your experience with
de bt s et tie m e nt?

"I was very satisfied with your program. I don't have anybody to recommend now, but if asked, I
would tell them about debt settlement." Joe — San Antonio, CA
"Debt settlement made me feel secure at an "unsecure" time." David — Hemet, CA
"The program was simple and straight forward. I felt I had someone on my side on my path to
being debt-free." Sandy —
Fontana, CA
Florida
Audio Testimonials

"We got dropped by our insurance then my wife got hurt right afterwards causing much financial
hardship. The bills were mounting... to the point where we couldn't keep up. Debt settlement

Dorothy Anderw aid

allowed us to pay everything off and everything is good now. and we' re very happy to be out of
debt. It was the right solution for us and I'd recommended it to others." Genevieve — Fort Myers,
FL
"I will say there are companies that are true, honest and really do help people get out of debt."
Sharon — Pompano, FL

Eula Paula
George Phillips
Jeff Roosa
J. Mendoza

Illinois
Kandakci

"I had a lot of credit card debt that I never thought I'd ever get out from under, but 18 months
later, I was out of debt. I was very happy at how I always got the answers and help I needed

Kristen Kelly

from their people as I made my way through the program. I am in a pretty good place now and
I'm really happy how things have turned out for me. Like I said, I never, ever expected to get out
from all that debt, and never so fast! In just about a year and a half I was totally out of debt! I'm

very happy." James — Crystal Lake, IL
"I thought over all debt settlement was worth it. I didn't have to file bankruptcy and it helped save
my credit." Donald — Pekin, IL

Lisa Dee
LJones
Mary Nogueras
M. Moore
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"Debt settlement has been a great help to us and our financial needs." Elson —
South Elgin, IL

Rangel

Maryland

Rene Leyva

"I am very pleased with the services that debt settlement offers. Whenever I had a problem or

Rona l Jackson

question I was given a solution. The representatives were very helpful and courteous whenever
I called. I will forever be grateful for the help." Sarah —
Baltimore, MD

Steven Henry

"I feel so much better now that the weight has been lifted. I would highly recommend it to
anyone that is looking to get out of that situation." Carol — Baltimore, MD

Oregon
"I would like to say that everyone, I truly mean everyone that I have talked with, have been very
professional and has treated us with understanding and empathy." Michael — Portland, OR
Pennsylvania
"I was desperate when I started a debt settlement program. It was the best thing that could have
happened tome." Louise — Exton, PA
"It was tough at first but once the wheels got rolling it make me able to sleep at night." Daniel
— Hermitage, PA
"I would like to thank everyone involved for a job well done. It is a great relief to be done with
the program. Thank you." Helen —
Harrison City, PA
"Debt settlement was a great help!" Timothy —
South Park, PA
"I am a satisfied client. It turned our life around in only 36 months. I had a lot of unsecure debt
but I was able to pay/settle everything for about 50% of the total within 36 months." Jose
— Lancaster, PA

Texas
"I really appreciate greatly what debt settlement did for me. I would gladly recommend it to
g
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someone else." Dixie — Waelder, TX
"I would like to say thank you for the wonderful service provided. I know to some this is not the
conventional way to pay off debts, but this program really was for me. The staff was there
whenever I had a concern. Today I am so relieved knowing I have no more debt." Riche — Irving,
TX
"I appreciate all that debt settlement has done. I will refer my friends to the program in the
future." Mary —
San Antonio, TX
"Having my past debts paid off, thanks to debt settlement, is such a relief. Hopefully I' ll never
need the program again, but if I do, debt settlement is the way to go." Kandi — Olton, TX
"Debt Settlement is very helpful for anyone not familiar with financial trouble. I recommend it to

anyone." Frances —
Waco, TX
Virginia
"Thank you debt settlement for giving back our life. A huge burden has been lifted from our
shoulders." Janice — Appalachia, VA

Anonymous
"It's great starting the year debt free. I really would recommend debt settlement to anybody that
has trouble and wants to pay their stuff off and not just leave it dangling."
"The program was definitely a plus. The program eases a burden off of you that you can not

even believe."
"If you' re in this predicament debt settlement is the best way of doing it. Don't let anybody tell
you it's not because it really is."
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